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We are a technology company helping businesses like
yours since 2018 to improve their processes and
business operations through software engineering and
smart technology like AI, data analysis, and tools for  
predictive analysis.

15+ Finished
Projects

2 Countries20+ Happy
Clients

About
Determinas
At Determinas we help organizations leverage
technology to improve their operations.



Excellence
Our team of efficient, diligent and

rigorous personnels can help unlock the
power of different technologies and
leverage it to drive more efficient &

profitable services

Empathy
We possess the capacity to be aware

and understand emotions that are
being experienced by our customers,

and to show hospitality with our
services.

Innovation
At Determinas, we introduce new

ideas, methods, or products
through inspired, creative, bold

and curious individuals

Our Core Values

Integrity
It is our adherence to a moral or

ethical code that ensures we have
strong work principles here at

Determinas. Thus, makes us more
transparent and authentic.



Analytics

We prioritize intuitive UI/UX, crafting digital
experiences that captivate users and drive
engagement.

We dive deep into big and small data, unveiling
insights that drive strategic business decisions and
propel growth

Our Services

We develop advanced mobile and web apps
with a focus on exceptional user experience.

AI & Machine Learning 

Software Development

We transform your data into actionable insights,
helping your business anticipate trends and seize
new opportunities.

Product Design



Data Annotation 
We meticulously label and refine your datasets, laying
the foundation for AI excellence.

Cloud Platforms

Talent Mobility

We architect, deploy, and manage solutions that
ensure scalable, secure, and seamless digital
transformations for our clients.

We provide technology professionals to help
organizations quickly scale their teams up or down.

More Services



A SaaS application for church
member management.

Vision-Enabled Church App -
Vecapp

Africa development bank’s data portal.

ADFI Data Portal

Our Portfolio

Personalised Chatbot for business
owners.

Transforming User Engagement:
The AskHannah Chatbot Project



More Projects

A web app with an NLP system to detect
and transcribe named entities from
spoken words.

Natural Language Processing
(NLP) Implementation

Exploratory data analysis and
visualization.

Data Analysis on Farmer’s
Corporative

Mobile-responsive web app for text
extraction.

Text Extraction



With a team of seasoned experts, we turn
concepts into top-notch software solutions like
web applications, mobile apps, and custom
software development.

Let's partner together to achieve your goals
and propel your business into the future.

Why you should
work with us

Digital Transformation
Leaders

Expert Software
Development

Big Data Insights

Benefit from our seasoned team's
expertise in crafting robust, scalable
software solutions tailored to your needs.

Transform your business with cutting-
edge digital solutions, from cloud
migration to AI integration, to stay ahead
in today's competitive landscape.

Unlock the power of your data with our
advanced analytics capabilities, driving
strategic decision-making and
operational optimization.

Choose Determinas for innovative solutions,
collaborative partnerships, and proven results.



The dedication had us hooked, constant
Communication, status reports, graphics,
writing, and outstanding presentation to
our team. Their expertise in Data mining
and predictive analytics helped us find
Value in our data. They are a fantastic
team, and we would not hesitate to hire
their services again.

Working with the Determinas Data
Science fellows is an initiative that has
helped us to address specific business
needs with cutting-edge techniques.
They demonstrated transparency and
complete dedication to work, and we
look forward to more future
collaborations with the information and
Data Analytics Foundation.

Our Clients’ Voices

HeckerBella
Frank Eluaka

Terragon Group
Unwana E. Ekanem

Genesis Analytics
Korstiaan Wapenaar

Determinas did a great job across all the
projects we have worked on together! 
Our partnership has been nothing short of
exceptional.



Meet Our Team
Theophilus Medeiros

Abohi Evans

Founder

Lead Mobile Developer

From developers and designers to project managers and
data scientists, each member of our team is committed
to excellence and collaborative problem-solving.

Our team is comprised of passionate and skilled
professionals dedicated to driving innovation and
delivering exceptional results. Data Analytics Lead 

QA Engineer

Shamsudeen Suleiman 

Adewale Olufemi

Lead Software Engineer

Product Designer

Gbenga Olowogbayi

Opara Juliet



Contact Information
Successful Projects

15+
Ready to take the next step towards realizing your technological
goals? Don't hesitate to reach out to us.

What do you want to
build? Reach out to us
today and let's start a
conversation.

+17185024086

Phone Number

info@determinas.com
Email

7700 Windrose Ave Legacy
West Plano, TX 75024.

Address

Our team is ready to make your project
our next success story.

mailto:info@determinas.com


THANK YOU
We sincerely appreciate your time and interest

in Determinas. 

Determinas Technologies

www.determinas.com


